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Abstract: The authors propose a relay-assisted atmospheric optical code-division multiple-access (AO/CDMA) system for
secured, multiuser optical communications. Chip detect-and-forward (CDF) scheme is used at relay nodes so that the
complex multiuser decoding process can be avoided. The proposed system performance, in terms of bit-error rate
(BER) and transmission confidentiality, is analysed over atmospheric turbulence channel taking into account channel
loss due to atmospheric attenuation and beam divergence. Multiple-access interference and background noise are also
included in the analysis. In addition, a quantitative analysis of data confidentiality is further examined in the study. The
numerical results show that the relay transmission is an efficient solution to improve the system performance. Thanks
to this solution, AO/CDMA systems can achieve low BER, long distance, and a large number of users. Moreover, high
confidentiality can be attained by properly configuring system parameters, such as limiting the transmitted power and/
or reducing the signal beam width.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric optical (AO) or free-space optical (FSO)
communication, a data transmission technology based on the
propagation of light over atmospheric channel, has recently
received much attention thanks to its advantages of high data rates,
unregulated spectrum, and flexible deployment [1]. Since AO
communication is capable of providing Gigabits per second (Gbps)
data rates, it is a promising candidate for broadband access
environments [2]. To allow multiple users to simultaneously share
the same resource of atmospheric channels, AO/code-division
multiple-access (AO/CDMA) systems have been proposed and
attracted much interest thanks to additional benefits including
asynchronous access, scalability, and inherent security [3–8].

It has been shown in the literature that the performance of AO/
CDMA systems is severely limited by the effect of atmospheric
turbulence, which is caused by the variations in the refractive
index due to inhomogeneities in temperature and pressure changes
[9]. Atmospheric turbulence, together with background noise and
multiple-access interference (MAI), causes the increase of bit-error
rate (BER) and significantly limits the transmission distance of
AO/CDMA systems. Several techniques have been proposed to
deal with this problem, including pulse-position modulation
(PPM), spectral phase encoding, and forward error correction
(FEC). PPM offers a number of advantages, including
power-efficient and non-threshold detection [3–7]. PPM-based AO/
CDMA system, which requires the transmission of short pulse, is
however significantly affected by pulse broadening effect in the
case of transmitting high data-rate and long distance [8]. Spectral
phase-encoded optical CDMA also offers better spectral efficiency
and performance [6]. It is, nevertheless, relatively complicated
since the use of coherent sources is required. The study in [7]
shows that FEC can effectively combat with physical layer
impairments. The use of FEC is still limited as it imposes high
delay and reduces the transmission efficiency.

In this paper, we propose to use relay-assisted transmission to deal
with atmospheric turbulence issue in AO/CDMA systems. Relay
transmission is an effective technique to improve the coverage and
reliability of radio frequency links, and it has been recently
proposed in FSO communications [10–15]. By employing relay
transmission, the performance and coverage distance of AO/
CDMA systems can be improved. It also helps to deploy the
system when users and the receiver do not have a line-of-sight
connection. Conventional relay schemes often use bit
detect-and-forward (BDF) at relay nodes [10, 11]. Nevertheless,
BDF is complex in relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems since
multiuser detection at each relay node is required. We therefore
propose to use chip detect-and-forward (CDF) instead. In
relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems using CDF scheme, relay nodes
will detect CDMA chip, either ‘1’ or ‘0’, using a threshold
detection, and then forward that chip to the following node.
Furthermore, CDF can be well matched to AND detection scheme,
which is used at the receiver to mitigate the effect of MAI [16].

In addition, although enhanced security has been often cited as an
advantage of both AO communication and optical CDMA, the
quality and degree of security enhancements have not been
examined for AO/CDMA systems. As a matter of fact, it is
possible for someone to intercept a signal by placing a detector
within the footprint of the optical beam, especially when the beam
width is wider due to the long transmission distance. In this paper,
we also consider the code interception performance of the
proposed AO/CDMA systems, which is calculated based on the
probability that the eavesdropper can detect the user’s entire code
word with no errors.

In our analysis, the performance of relay-assisted AO/CDMA
systems over atmospheric turbulence modelled as log-normal
fading channel will be carried out taking into account major
physical layer impairments including MAI and background noise.
Other effects of atmospheric channel such as atmospheric
attenuation and power loss due to beam spreading are also
considered. The expression for BER and transmission
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confidentiality of the proposed AO/CDMA systems will be
analytically derived. Numerical results will be discussed
considering various system’s parameters, including the transmitted
power, the number of relays, the number of users, and the
transmission distance.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The model of
relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems is introduced in Section
2. Section 3 presents the mathematical model of atmospheric
channel. In Section 4, we formulate the BER of relay-assisted AO/
CDMA systems. Section 5 devotes to analyse the security
performance of the proposed system. The numerical results and
discussion are shown in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Relay-assisted AO/CDMA System

2.1 System model

A model of a relay-assisted AO/CDMA system with K users and N
relays is shown in Fig. 1. Data signals from all K users are
transmitted over atmospheric channels and collected by the first
relay (R1), where they are detected and then forwarded to the
receiver via other relays (i.e. R2, R3,…, RN). Each user in the AO/
CDMA system is assigned a unique signature code, which can be
either one-dimensional or two-dimensional (2D) one, for encoding
its data. With the properties of high cardinality and low peak
cross-correlation, 2D wavelength hopping/time spreading (WH/TS)
codes have been proposed and adopted in optical CDMA systems
[17]. To reduce MAI and enhance security, 2D WH/TS codes are
also used in our proposed AO/CDMA system, whose block
diagram, including a transmitter, a relay, and a receiver, is
depicted in Fig. 2.

At the transmitter side shown in Fig. 2a, binary data of each user is
first modulated with broadband optical signal, which is generated
from the laser source, at a modulator. Modulated optical signal is
then encoded in both wavelength and time domains at a WH/TS
encoder, where bit ‘1’ is converted to a chip sequence including
chips ‘1’ and ‘0’ while bit ‘0’ is kept unchanged. An optical pulse
at a specific wavelength, whose power is Pc, will be transmitted in
the case of chip ‘1’ while optical pulse is absent in the case of
chip ‘0’.

At the first relay, as shown in Fig. 2b, optical pulses from K users
are collected and separated into individual wavelengths at a

demultiplexer (l-DEMUX). The optical signal at each wavelength
is then converted to an electrical signal by a photodetector (PD).
The electrical signal is then followed a process of CDF by a
threshold detector and a laser source. Optical signals from laser
sources are combined at a wavelength multiplexer (l-MUX) before
transmitting to the next node. It is worth noting that the
transmitted power per chip ‘1’ at the output of R1 is also kept at
the level of Pc. The similar process is performed at other relays
(i.e. R2, R3, …, RN) of the system. The CDF process in these
relays is not affected by additional MAI as they are only
connected to the previous node.

At the receiver (Fig. 2c), the binary data from the desired
transmitter is decoded at a WH/TS decoder. After passing through
the decoder, optical pulses (i.e. chip ‘1’), whose wavelengths are
matched to receiver’s signature codes, are collected and separated.
In addition, the relative time delays among them are cancelled so
that they are aligned in time. Next, these optical pulses are
converted to electrical ones at the PDs and then detected at chip
detectors. Based on logical levels at the output of the chip
detectors, logical AND operation is carried out to detect a bit ‘1’
or a bit ‘0’.

2.2 Prime code

In this paper, we use 2D prime code to provide accessibility for
multiple users simultaneously. In detail, each user is assigned a
unique code whose length is p2s , where ps is a prime number. A
TS pattern can be generated using the linear congruent placement
operator to place a pulse within a block as follows

cxy = [x.y] x, y = 0, 1, . . . , ps − 1, (1)

where [.] denotes modulo ps operation, x represents the sequence
number within the family of sequences, and y represents the block
number for that particular sequence. The algorithm determines the
place of a pulse within a block of length ps. Hence, the prime
algorithm produces ps sequences (i = 0, 1, …, ps− 1) of length p2s .

Similarly, a WH pattern is generated from a prime number ph
(ps≤ ph). In that case, there are ph wavelengths available for
colouring the TS pattern, exactly as there are ps pulses in the code
sequence. The WH pattern H0 comprises pulses at one wavelength
only and is therefore discarded. Consequently, the number of WH
patterns is ph− 1 and a 2D WH/TS code set includes ps × (ph− 1)
distinctive 2D prime codes of length p2s . The process of generating
the TS and the WH patterns with ps = ph = 5 is illustrated in
Table 1. An example of 2D WH/TS code sequence created by WH
pattern H1 and TS pattern S2 is l0000 000l1000 000l2 0l3000
000l40.

3 Atmospheric channel

Considering the effects of path loss and atmospheric turbulence, the
state of atmospheric channel between node (m− 1) and node m can

Fig. 1 Relay-assisted AO/CDMA system model

Fig. 2 Block diagram of

a Transmitter
b Relay node
c Receiver in relay-assisted AO/CDMA system
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be described as

hm = hlmh
p
mh

a
m, (2)

where hlm is the path loss coefficient, which is considered as a fixed
scaling factor during a long period of time, hpm is the fraction of
power collected by a PD, which depends on the relative distance
(r) between the PD and the centre of the received optical beam, ham
is a random variable representing the intensity fluctuation due to
atmospheric turbulence.

3.1 Channel loss

Channel loss is the reduction of the optical signal power as a result of
absorption and scattering processes due to the presence of molecules
along the transmission path. The concentrations of matter in
the atmosphere, which depend on the weather conditions, result in
the signal attenuation varying spatially and temporally. The
attenuation of optical power through the atmospheric is described
by the exponential Beers–Lambert Law and can be described as

hlm = exp(−bz), (3)

where β is the attenuation coefficient and z is the transmission
distance between node (m− 1) and node m, respectively.

3.2 Fraction of collected power

To compute the fraction of collected power by a desired user and an
eavesdropper, we consider a circular detection aperture of radius a
and a Gaussian beam profile at the receiver as shown in Fig. 3.
For a Gaussian beam, the normalised spatial distribution of the
transmitted intensity at distance z from the transmitter is given by

Ibeam r; z
( )

= 2
pv2

z
exp −

2 r
∥∥ ∥∥2

v2
z

( )

, (4)

where ρ is the radial vector from the beam centre, and ωz is the beam
waist (radial calculated at e−2) at distance z [18]. The loss due to
geometric spreading with pointing error r (i.e. relative distance
between the PD and the centre of the received optical beam) is

expressed as

hpm(r; z) =
∫

A
Ibeam(r− r; z), (5)

where A is the detector area. Equation (5) can be approximated by the
Gaussian form as [19]

hp(r; z) = A0 exp − 2r2

v2
z

( )
, (6)

where y =
))
p

√
a

( )
/

))
2

√
vzeq

( )
, and [19]

A0 = erf y( )[ ]2, v2
zeq = v2

z

))
p

√
erf y( )

2y exp −y2
( ) . (7)

Here, A0 is the fraction of the collected power at r = 0, and ωzeq is the
equivalent beam width. It is worth noting that the fraction of
collected power by the desired user can be calculated with r = 0.

3.3 Atmospheric turbulence

Transmission over free-space channel, whose refractive index and
atmospheric temperature are fluctuated, results in signal fading
commonly named as atmospheric turbulence. In AO/CDMA
systems, this effect is the main factor that causes the degradation
of signal quality and BER.

The atmospheric turbulence is also difficult to model because of
erratic elements of atmosphere such as temperature, pressure and
index. However, thanks to the statistical methods, there are a
number of proposed mathematical models which can approximate
this effect such as log-normal, gamma, gamma–gamma
distributions. Each model corresponds to a specific range of
turbulence strength. This paper deals with weak turbulent
condition, thus the suitable model is log-normal distribution.

The log-normal random variable ham can be found if we take the
exponent of a normally distributed random variable X. Therefore,
the relation between the optical signal intensity at the output of
transmitter IT and the optical signal intensity at the input of
receiver IR through atmospheric turbulent channel can be shown as

ham = IR
IT

= eX , (8)

where X is the normally distributed random variable with mean μx
and standard deviation σx. Its probability density function (pdf)
can be described as

V X , mx, s
2
x

( )
= 1))))))

2ps2
x

√ exp −X − mx
2

2s2
x

( )
. (9)

To fairly measure the fading effect caused by atmospheric
turbulence, the mean of the log-normal random variable needs to
be normalised to guarantee that the average received power is not
attenuated or amplified by turbulence. Therefore, mx = −s2

x/2 and
the pdf of the log-normal variable can be expressed as

fP ham
( )

= 1

ham
))))))
2ps2

x

√ exp −
ln ham
( )

+ (1/2)s2
x

[ ]2

2s2
x

( )

, (10)

and for weak turbulence, the variance of log-amplitude fluctuation
s2
x for spherical waves is given by [20]

s2
x = 0.496

2p
l

( )7/6

z11/6C2
n , (11)

Table 1 WH and TS patterns for ps = ph = 5

WH pattern TS pattern

H0 l0l0l0l0l0 S0 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000
H1 l0l1l2l3l4 S1 10000 01000 00100 00010 00001
H2 l0l2l4l1l3 S2 10000 00100 00001 01000 00010
H3 l0l3l1l4l2 S3 10000 00010 01000 00001 00100
H4 l0l4l3l2l1 S4 10000 00001 00010 00100 01000

Fig. 3 Location of PDs and beam footprint on the detector plane at the
distance of z
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where l and z are the wavelength and transmission distance in
meters; C2

n is the refractive index structure coefficient.

4 Performance analysis

4.1 Bit error rate

In this subsection, the proposed system BER is analytically derived.
Among K users, one user is assumed to be the desired user while
K− 1 remaining ones are probable interfering users. The total
BER is conditioned on the events: k users among the (K − 1)
probable interfering users may transmit a data bit ‘1’, which
follows a binomial distribution. Under the assumption that the
probabilities of transmitting bit ‘1’ and bit ‘0’ are equally likely
for all users, the BER at the receiver can be calculated as

BER =
∑K−1

k=1

K − 1
k

( )
21−K · 1

2
pbe(0|1, k)+ pbe(1|0, k)

[ ]{ }
,

(12)

where pbe(0|1, k) and pbe(1|0, k) are the conditional bit error
probabilities when detecting bit ‘1’ and bit ‘0’ at the receiver,
respectively. In the case of AND detection shown in Fig. 2,
logical AND operation is carried out on all ‘1’ chip positions of
the desired code to detect a bit ‘1’ [16]. Conditional bit error
probabilities therefore can be expressed in terms of the conditional
chip error probabilities (CEPs) and for AND detection as

pbe(0|1, k) =
∑ps

j=1

ps
j

( )
[ pe2e 0|1, k( )]j[1− pe2e(0|1, k)]

ps−j ,

pbe(1|0, k) =
∏ps

j=1
pe2e 1|0, k( ),

(13)

where pe2e(0|1, k) and pe2e(1|0, k) are end-to-end CEPs when the
desired user transmits chip ‘1’ but detects chip ‘0’ and transmits
chip ‘0’ but detects chip ‘1’. It is clear that these probabilities
depend on the CEPs of all hops from the desired transmitter to the
receiver.

4.2 CEP for the first hop

CEP for the first hop is determined at the first relay (R1). At the first
hop, CEP is affected by not only background noise but also MAI
from interfering users. We assume that the transmitted power per
pulse (Pc) and the distance to R1 are identical for both the desired
user and (K− 1) remaining users. In addition, among the k users
transmitting bit ‘1’, n interfering users may have a pulse
overlapping the chip of interest, where n = binom(k, pcov) and pcov
is the probability that desired user’s chip is overlapped by an
interfering user’s chip. For the case of 2D WH/TS prime code,
pcov = ml/p

3
s [16], where μl is the average number of

wavelengths common to a pair of two codes and, under the
condition that ph > ps, can be estimated as [17]

ml = 1
ph
ps

( )

ph − 1
ps − 1

( )
ph − 1

( )
ps − 2

( )
+ ph + 2

( )

ph − 2

+ ph − 1
ps

( )
ps ph − 1
( )

ph − 2

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭
. (14)

In the special case that ph = ps, μl equals to ps, therefore pcov = 1/p2s .
Given k users transmitting bit ‘1’, n can vary from 1 to k, therefore

CEPs for the first hop can be computed as

pce−1(1|0, k) =
∑k

n=1

k
n

( )
pncov(1− pcov)

k−n pce(1|0, n)
{ }

, (15)

pce−1(0|1, k) =
∑k

n=1

k
n

( )
pncov(1− pcov)

k−n pce(0|1, n)
{ }

, (16)

where pce(1|0, n) and pce(0|1, n) are the conditional CEPs when
detecting chip ‘1’ and chip ‘0’, respectively.

The conditional CEPs are governed by the received power per
chip at the input of the relay R1, which can be expressed as

P1(0) =
∑n

i=1

h1,iPc + Pb = h1(0)Pc + Pb, (17)

P1(1) = h1,dPc +
∑n

i=1

h1,iPc + Pb = h1(1)Pc + Pb, (18)

where P1(0) and P1(1) are the received optical powers when desired
user transmits chip ‘0’ and chip ‘1’, respectively. Pb is the average
background power. h1,i denotes the atmospheric channel
coefficient of the ith interfering user and we assume that it has the
same pdf with the desired one’s (i.e. h1,d). Here, the sums of n or
(n + 1) log-normal random variables can be approximated into a
single log-normal random variable denoted as h1(0) or h1(1) (the
detail about this approximation is given by (36) in Appendix 1).

When received optical signals pass through the PD, they are
converted to the electrical currents which can be expressed as

I1(0) = <h1(0)Pc, (19)

I1(1) = <h1(1)Pc, (20)

where I1(0) and I1(1) are electrical signals respectively converted from
P1(0) and P1(1) thanks to the PD. Besides, background power causes
the background noise, whose variance can be written as

s2
b = 2e<PbBe, (21)

where Be corresponds to the effective electrical bandwidth.
Based on (19)–(21), the CEPs under the effects of MAI and

background noise can be calculated as

pce(1|0, n)

=
∫1

0

∫1

ID

fP ha1(0)
( ) 1))))))

2ps2
b

√ exp −
x− I1(0)

( )2

2s2
b

⎛

⎜⎝

⎞

⎟⎠ dha1(0) dx,

(22)

pce(0|1, n)

=
∫1

0

∫ID

−1
fP ha1(1)
( ) 1))))))

2ps2
b

√ exp −
x− I1(1)

( )2

2s2
b

⎛

⎜⎝

⎞

⎟⎠dha1(1) dx,

(23)

where ID is the chip detection threshold, which is assumed to be
fixed. fP(h

a
1(0)), fP(h

a
1(1)) correspond to the joint pdf of log-normal

vector of length n and n + 1, respectively. It is worth noting that
h1(0) = hl1h

p
1h

a
1(0) and h1(1) = hl1h

p
1h

a
1(1), where hl1 and hp1 are the

channel loss coefficient and the fraction of the collected power of
the first hop, respectively.

Performing z0 = ln (ha1(0)) and z1 = ln (ha1(1)) transformations, we
have

pce(1|0, n) =
∫1

−1
V z0, mz0

, s2
z0

( )
Q

ID − <Pch
l
1h

p
1 exp (z0)

sb

( )

dz0

(24)
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pce(0|1, n) =
∫1

−1
V z1, mz1

, s2
z1

( )
Q

<Pch
l
1h

p
1 exp (z1)− ID
sb

( )

dz1,

(25)

where Q(u) =
A1
u V(x, 0, 1) dx. Furthermore, (24) and (25) can be

approximated by Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula (shown in
(38) in Appendix 2)

pce(1|0, n) ≃
∑v

t=1

gt))
p

√ Q
ID − <Pch

l
1h

p
1 exp mz0

+ mtsz0

))
2

√( )

sb

⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠,

(26)

pce 0|1, n( ) ≃
∑v

t=1

gt))
p

√ Q
<Pch

l
1h

p
1 exp mz1

+ mtsz1

))
2

√( )
− ID

sb

⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠,

(27)

where mt and gt are the zero of the tth-order Hermite polynomial
value and the weight factor for the tth-order approximation,
respectively.

4.3 CEP for the mth hop (m = 2, 3, …, N + 1)

For the m-hop with m = 2, 3, …, N + 1, there is no additional MAI
but still having the presence of atmospheric channel effects and
background noise. Therefore, the received current at relay (Ri) can
be expressed as

Im = Im(0)
Im(1)

[ ]
= nb

<Pchm + nb

[ ]
, (28)

By following the mathematical transformations as presented in the
previous subsection, we can derive the CEP for the mth hop as

pce−m(1|0, k) = Q
ID
sb

( )
, (29)

pce−m(0|1, k) ≃
∑v

t=1

gt))
p

√ Q
<Pch

l
i exp mz + mtsz

))
2

√( )
− ID

sb

( )

.

(30)

4.4 End-to-end CEP

In relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems, there is a possibility that the
receiver may still detect correctly a chip although that chip is
detected incorrectly in an even number of times in the previous
relays. For the worst-case performance, we consider that the
end-to-end CEP is the probability that chips are transmitted
without error between any pair of two consecutive relays, and it
can be expressed as

pe2e(1|0, k) = 1−
∏N+1

m=1

1− pce−m(1|0, k)
( )

, (31)

pe2e(0|1, k) = 1−
∏N+1

m=1

1− pce−m(0|1, k)
( )

. (32)

5 Security analysis

To demodulate user’s data, an eavesdropper has to detect exactly the
code word of the user. By locating a receiver in the coverage of the
optical beam, the eavesdropper is able to detect the coded
transmissions of users to perform the necessary calculations and

derive the code from this information. The resulting code will
have some probability of error, which depends strongly on the
signal-to-noise ratio at the eavesdropper’s receiver.

Similar to [21], in our analysis, we consider the worst case
assumption from a security perspective (i.e. the best possible
performance for the eavesdropper) that the eavesdropper is able to
synchronise the user’s signal, locate the beginning and ending of a
data bit, and then can sample the detector output precisely at the
end of each code chip time. Code interception performance is
calculated based on the average probability that the eavesdropper
can detect the user’s entire code word with no errors, denoted by
Pcorrect. This probability, therefore, can be computed from the
probability of missing a transmitted pulse in a given chip time
(PM) and the probability of falsely detecting a pulse in a chip time
where none was transmitted (PF) as

Pcorrect =
∑K−1

k=1

K − 1
k

( )
21−K (1− PM)

ps (1− PF)
p2s ph− ps , (33)

where the first term represents the probability of not missing any of
the pulses that are transmitted during a data bit; the second term is the
probability of not falsely detecting pulses in any of the p2s ph − ps
chip time where pulses are not transmitted during a data bit.

Assuming that the eavesdropper places its receiver next to the
node m (a relay or destination) to detect the coded transmissions.
The distance between the eavesdropper’s receiver and that of
relays (or destination) is denoted as r (see Fig. 3), thus the fraction
of power collected by the eavesdropper is hp(r;z) where r is larger
than zero. PM and PF, are the accumulated CEPs that the user
transmits chip ‘1’ but the eavesdropper detects chip ‘0’ and the
user transmits chip ‘0’ but the eavesdropper detects chip ‘1’,
respectively. PM and PF, therefore, can be expressed as

PM−m = 1−
∏m

j=1

1− pce−j(1|0, k)
( )

, (34)

PF−m = 1−
∏m

j=1

1− pce−j(0|1, k)
( )

. (35)

6 Numerical results

This section presents numerical results of the proposed system BER
and security analysis. We assume the distance of L km from the
source to the destination and the consecutive nodes are equidistant
along the path. The numerical results are considered under a
constraint on the fixed energy per bit Eb. Because there are ps
pulses in one bit duration, which are assumed to have equal
power, the relation between the energy per bit and the power per
chip is given by Pc = (Eb/ps)/Tc, where (Eb/ps) and Tc are the chip
energy and chip duration, respectively. In addition, the threshold
detection level ID can be calculated as ID = <Pch

lD, where D is
the normalised threshold and set at the same level for all hops
along the transmission path. The effective electrical bandwidth, Be,
is fixed at 70% of the chip rate [16]. The relation between the chip
rate Rc and the bit rate per user (Rb) can be expressed as
Rc = Rbp

2
s , where (p2s ) is the code length. Other system parameters

and constants used in the analysis are shown in Table 2.

6.1 BER performance

The BER of 10−9 is the error probability at which the communication
systems can be considered as error-free. In our analysis, BER of 10−6

is targeted so that, under the assumption that FEC is used used, the
error-free communications can be guaranteed.

First, Fig. 4 investigates the system BER against the normalised
threshold with the number of relays varies from 1 to 3. To achieve
low BER, the normalised threshold should be chosen properly. If
D is too small, system’s performance is degraded due to detecting
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chip ‘1’ when none was transmitted. In the case when D is too large,
error detection is induced by falsely detecting chip ‘0’ when chip ‘1’
was transmitted. The optimum threshold selection depends on
parameter settings, especially the number of relays. When the
number of relays is large enough, BER reaches the floor and the
selection of threshold can be chosen from a wide range of values.

In Fig. 5, the relation between the BER and the number of active
users K is investigated with different code sets, that is, different
values of ps and ph. This figure is obtained based on the optimum
threshold selection shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that BER is
reduced by increasing either ps or ph. When ps is increased, BER
is improved more significantly. Moreover, the number of supportable users at a specific value of BER can be determined

from this result. As shown in the figure, the system using ps = 7
and ph = 7 (i.e. 7 wavelengths) can support 15 users with the BER
of 10−6, which is above twice times the required number of
wavelengths. This is an advantage of AO systems using CDMA
compared with the ones using wavelength-division multiple-access.

The benefits of using relay transmission are quantified in Fig. 6,
which also shows BER versus the number of active users K.
Under the impacts of physical layer impairments, including
atmospheric turbulence, MAI, and background noise, BER of AO/
CDMA systems without relaying is very high even when the
number of users is small. On the other hand, the use of relay
transmission can help to reduce BER significantly. As a result, the
relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems with one relays can support
more than 10 users with BER of 10−6 when L = 3 km and Rb = 1
Gbps.

To further examine the gain of using relay transmission in terms of
transmission distance, Fig. 7 demonstrates the BER as a function of L
with Eb =− 130 dBJ. In this case, BER floor is governed by the
number of active users that is related to the strength of MAI. It is
seen that the transmission distance that AO/CDMA systems can
support (at a specific BER) increases with the number of relays.
For example, at K = 4 users and BER of 10−6, the transmission
distance increases from 3.5 to 5.2 km when the number of relays

Table 2 System parameters and constants

Name Symbol Value

electron charge e 1.602 × 10−19 C
PD responsivity < 0.6 A/W
attenuation coefficient β 1 km−1

receiver diameter 2a 20 cm
beam radius at 1 km ωz 2.5 m
background power Pb −30 dBm
wavelength l 1550 nm
refractive index structure coeff. C2

n 10−15 m−2/3

Fig. 4 BER against the normalised threshold (D) with Eb =−130 dBJ, Rb

= 5 Gbps, L = 3 km, K = 4 users, and {ps;ph} = {7;7}

Fig. 5 BER against the number of active users (K) with Eb =−130 dBJ, Rb

= 5 Gbps, L = 3 km, and N = 2

Fig. 6 BER against the number of active users (K) with Eb =−130 dBJ, Rb

= 5 Gbps, L = 3 km, and {ps;ph} = {7;7}

Fig. 7 BER against the transmission distance with Eb =− 130 dBJ, Rb = 5
Gbps, and {ps;ph} = {7;7}
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increases from 1 to 2. Obviously, longer transmission distance can be
achieved by deploying more relays.

System BER is investigated versus the bit rate per user in Fig. 8
under a constraint of fixed power per bit, that is, EbRb is a
constant and set to be − 5 dBm. The transmission distance L = 3
km and the number of users K = 4. Similar to the previous results,
BER floor is governed by the number of active users. In the case
of no relay, the supportable bit rate per user with BER of 10−9 is
below 200 Mbps. By increasing the number of relays, the
supportable bit rate per user can be increased. In particular, the bit
rate per user of 4 Gbps (also at BER of 10−9) can be supported
with one relay. In the case of using two relays, BER reaches the
floor for any bit rate from 100 Mbps to 10 Gbps.

6.2 Security performance

Fig. 9 depicts the average probability that the eavesdropper can
detect the user’s entire code word with no errors Pcorrect against
the transmitted power per bit Ps. Several values of r, the distance
between the targeted receiver and the eavesdropper’s receiver, are
investigated in the figure. The increase of transmitted power helps
to reduce BER, however it causes the decrease of confidentiality,
that is, Pcorrect increases. Confidentiality is also decreased when the
eavesdropper’s receiver is located near the targeted receiver. This

is because the fraction of optical power that reaches unauthorised
receiver increases with r as shown in (6).

Finally, we investigate Pcorrect as a function of the number of
active users K in Fig. 10. Thanks to the effect of MAI from
interfering users, Pcorrect is reduced when K increases. In addition,
confidentiality can be increased by reducing the width of the
optical beam. Although a FSO system with narrow beam is
considerably affected by pointing error, an auto-tracking scheme
may overcome this problem.

7 Conclusion

We have presented the method to formulate the mathematical
expression for BER of relay-assisted AO/CDMA systems over
log-normal turbulence channel. Other physical layer impairments
were also taken into consideration including atmospheric
attenuation, beam spreading, MAI, and background noise. The
numerical results showed that relay transmission helps to
significantly reduce the effect of atmospheric turbulence, hence
AO/CDMA system could achieve a large number of users and
long transmission distance. The security performance of the
proposed system was also investigated with several values of
system parameters including the location of eavesdropper and the
beam width. High confidentiality could be achieved by properly
selecting the system parameters. Thanks to the above-mentioned
advantages, serial relaying of the AO/CDMA systems could be a
promising candidate for the next generation broadband access
networks.
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10 Appendix 1: approximation for a sum of
correlated log-normal random variables

This appendix shows an approach of approximation for the
summation of correlated log-normal random variables. Particularly,
we can approximate

∑K
k=1 exp (xk ), where pdf of all xk are

V(xk , − s2
x/2, s

2
x ), to single log-normal variable Z = exp (z) with

pdf of z is V(z, mz, s
2
z ). We can have the closed-form of mean and

variance of random variable z as given by [20]

mz = log (K)− s2
z

2
and s2

z ≃
1
K
s2
x +

1
K2

∑

k=l

vkl , (36)

where vkl = cov(xk , xl) are cross-correlation values between xk and
xl, k≠ l.

11 Appendix 2: Gauss–Hermite quadrature

Gauss–Hermite quadrature is a form of Gaussian quadrature used for
approximating the value of an integral. If we have a Gaussian
integral as

∫1

−1
e−x2 f (x) dx, (37)

then it can be approximated as [22]

∫1

−1
e−x2 f (x) dx ≃

∑n

i=1

wif (xi), (38)

where n is the required approximation order. xi, i = 1, 2, …, n are
zeros of the Hermite polynomial Hn(x) and wi, i = 1, 2, …, n are
the associated weight factors which is given by [22]

wi =
2n−1n!

))
p

√

n2 Hn−1(xi)
[ ]2 . (39)
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